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**Introduction**

Drawings, photographs, and photostats of Indian artifacts and archaeological sites.

**Restriction**

Donor retains copyright.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

- 23 HD 1, Elsie Herbolt Groeschner drawings
- Bray’s article
- Cahokia pottery, Mr. Dick’s drawings
- Carl and Eleanor (awards)
- Discards
- Dr. P.F. Titterington
- Drawings for dissertation
- Drawings for volume 3, Osage, Missouri
- Drawings, Indians and Archaeology, early chapters
- Drawings, vol. II
- Duplicates, Bray’s article, 2nd annual interim report
- Figure 5-43, Hearnes Mound
- Henze Mid-Mississippi
- Hopewell figurine, NE Missouri
- Hopewell photos
- Lilburn artifact drawing
- McCulloch site drawings
- Middle period Mississippi, Ozark Highlands
- Mississippi (empty)
- Originals for figures, vol. 1, revision
- Photo jar, protohistoric
- Photos
- SE Missouri, LaPlant and Mississippi sites
- Spiro negatives
- The prairie dwellers, protohistoric
- Unlabeled folders (8 folders, some are empty)
- Vevak hawk

**OVERSIZE (2 boxes – Location: UO-10)**

- Archaic
- Copper drawings, shell tracings at Gilcrease
- Drawings from Howard memoir, #6
- Duplicate pictures and photostats used in thesis
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Figures 1-9, 10-19, 20s-100s (11 folders)
Historic pipes
Hopewell
Hopewell
Indians and Archaeology, drawings for book, photostat negatives
Late Woodland
Logos for Carl Chapman’s books
Maps from Missouri Historical Society
Maps of Missouri, unfinished
Matthews phase
McDonald Spiro plate, dancer, spotted hawk, large hawk, odd pieces
Osage map showing houses and pits
Osage tattooed man
Photostats for thesis, 4th and extra copies
Plates #1-19 (18 envelopes, unidentified)
Plattin phase artifacts
Spiro copper, Hamilton photos and drawings, plates from copper report
Unfolded drawings
Unfolded drawings and maps
Working drawings, hands and eyes, bits and pieces